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and external channels to market, when trying to advance technology and generate value [2]. As such, the research
problem refers mainly to creating architectures of the innovation process aiming to increase innovation success rate.
Nomenclature
BPMN
BPM
PIN
R&D
SME

Business Model Process and Notation
Business Process Modeling
Process Innovation Nucleus S.R.L.
Research&Development
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

2. Methodology
Research methodology comprises of a comparative analysis of the principles of closed and open innovation
aiming at facilitating the design of an open innovation model. For the purpose of the comparative analysis a
literature review of the principles of closed and open innovation was performed. Based on that, new principles of
open innovation were drawn up and an open innovation model was designed and implemented to support the
innovation process of NANOAPPARATUS – a publicly funded research and innovation project. Still, a standard
language, i.e. BPMN 2.0, was put to use in order to transform the innovation process into a flow of activities.
When designing an open innovation model with the purpose of supporting the innovation process, the following
main steps should be considered:
• Creating an innovation framework based on networking – formal and informal collaborations with various
stakeholders;
• Creating a knowledge and information value chain aiming at ensuring the scientific input of the innovation
process;
• Modeling the innovation process using standard notations, such as BPMN, and BPM instruments. One example
of such freeware instrument that allows for process mapping is Bizagi Modeler. The research allowed for
identifying the benefits of using standard notations and BPM instruments, thus emphasizing the importance of
efficiently communicating the innovation process to all users and stakeholders.
3. Results/main findings and contribution
Previous innovation models were a “closed” approach to innovation, having different principles compared to
current “open” innovation model. In order to emphasize the differences between the two approaches, Table 1
synthesizes the principles of closed and open innovation.
Table 1. Open innovation principles versus closed innovation principles. Adopted from [1], [2], [3], [4] and [5]
CLOSED INNOVATION

OPEN INNOVATION

Bring experts to work for the enterprise as employees (i.e. use
internal experts only)

Bring experts to work for the enterprise either as employees
or as collaborators (i.e. use the input of both internal and
external experts)

In order to profit from R&D, all stages of the innovation process
should be undertaken by the enterprise

External R&D can bring significant value as long as the
internal R&D is conducted to identify and claim the value
needed to support and advance the internal innovation process.

The first market uptake of innovation is ensured only if the
innovation is created and developed internally

Innovation exploitation is possible even when it was not
created and/or developed by the organization itself. This is for
example the case with technological transfer.

Only by being the first to achieve the market uptake of
innovation, an enterprise can ensure first place among

Designing and implementing an efficient business model is
more important for the enterprise than focusing on getting to

